Towards a Computational Theory of Questioned Document Examination

Abstract
The professional expertise of Questioned Document Examination [QDE] is significantly concerned with handwriting. Motivated by establishing a scientific basis for the field, a computational model for determining the handwriting styles of individuals is described. The primarily focus is on algorithms to take scanned handwritten documents as input and extract discriminating elements or visual features. The algorithms, both for extraction of features and for decision-making parallel those of experts in QDE. These features are used to determine either the writership of a handwriting sample (known as identification) or whether two handwriting samples are from the same writer (known as verification). The resulting error rates are proposed to be used to quantify the strength of QDE evidence in courtroom situations.

1. Introduction
Handwriting has been one of the earliest mediums to record information. The distinctiveness of each person’s handwriting has long been intuitively observed. Methods have been developed for a human expertise of handwriting matching over many decades. Writer recognition based on handwriting has a long history and there exist many books describing the methodology of questioned document examination [QDE], e.g., [1].

All expert testimony was challenged in 1993 in the ruling on Daubert v. Merrell Dow Pharmaceutical, Inc., [2] in which the court ruled that all expert testimony must have a scientific basis. This would require the expertise to demonstrate criteria such as empirical testing, known or potential error rates, standardized procedures, repeatability, peer review, general acceptability, falsifiability, etc. The first real challenge to the QDE discipline occurred in 1989 with the publication of a University of Pennsylvania Law Review article by Risinger, Denbeaux and Saks [3] that highlighted the lack of scientific studies on handwriting examination. In the 1997 case US v. Starzecpyzel [4], the Daubert criteria were applied to the handwriting examiner’s testimony. The judge concluded, "…forensic document examination…does not rest on carefully articulated postulates, …and has not demonstrated the accuracy of its determinations."

To establish a scientific basis for QDE, a database of handwriting samples from 1,500 writers was created to demonstrate the individuality of handwriting using a set of features that were largely developed for the task of handwriting recognition [5]. Since the stakes are high in the ability to present handwriting testimony, a debate has ensued [6, 7] which necessitates using features that are similar to those used by experts in QDE. This paper describes algorithms for extracting features that are motivated by the QDE literature such as [8, 9]. These methods are then used as a basis for developing a computational theory of handwritten QDE.

2. Information Processing Model
For developing computational methodologies for cognitive information processing tasks such as computer vision, Marr proposed a systematic three-level approach [10]. Since writer recognition is an information processing task this approach is useful to consider. The three logically related levels are:
1. Computational Theory: What is the goal of the computation, why it is important, and what is the logic of the strategy by which it can be carried out?
2. Representation and Algorithm: How can this computational theory be implemented? In particular, what is the representation for the input and output, and what is the algorithm for the transformation?
3. Implementation: How can the representation and algorithm be realized physically?

There is only weak communication between levels--when developing the theory, algorithms to implement it are not considered. There is logical sequencing of levels, since we cannot implement an algorithm without first knowing what it is supposed to implement.

We hypothesize that a fully developed and tested information processing model for QDE would offer the necessary scientific basis. The model would be loosely based on the human QDE specifying what experts look for, it’s importance and some general ideas about how the analysis should be done. The model here is not at the primal level of vision as was sought by Marr but at the level of expertise employed by the QDE expert. The model would enable us to understand the process of pattern recognition that underlies handwriting and many other experiential examinations, e.g., a correlation could be made between feature extraction by human examiners and computerized methods.

Three general steps of QDE are given by the "law of the ACE's" [8]: (i) analysis or discriminating element determination - discriminating elements should be extracted from the unknown document and the known documents. These elements are the ones that help in differentiating between writers. (ii) comparison - discriminating elements
of both the unknown and known documents should be compared. (iii) evaluation - similarities and dissimilarities should be weighted based on their cause, independence or likelihood of occurrence.

The principal work in developing the model is the identification and extraction of discriminating elements or individual characteristics, or more simply, features. They are influenced by the identity of the document elements (e.g. characters, words) they are extracted from (some characters present more complex forms) and the context in which they are found. While similar individual characteristics can be found in the writing of several persons, their combination is not likely to be found for two different writers and therefore will be used to distinguish one writer from another.

We address here three drawbacks of an earlier model described in [5]: (i) the testing was with handwriting samples of same content as those of known writers - a situation that may be optimistic (ii) the features did not have a clear cognitive interpretation that would mirror QDE features, and (iii) textural or macro-features assume a holistic view of the document, without considering the relationships and influences among its characters.

The features should be extracted based on the following principles: (i) features should reflect the individual characteristics of the individual (ii) their comparison should take into account the handwriting context from which they were extracted (iii) features should be weighted by their frequency and consistency.

3. Discriminating Elements

We begin with a discussion of features described in the QDE literature. Some features are elements of writing style, which describe characters, pairs of characters, words, and others are class characteristics, which measure overall tendencies in a group of individuals. The specific features have been grouped in [8] into 21 classes of attributes as follows: (1) arrangement, (2) class of allograph, (3) connections, (4) designs of allographs (alphabets) and their construction, (5) dimensions, (6) slant or slope, (7) spacings, (8) abbreviations, (9) alignment, (10) commencements and terminations, (11) diacritics and punctuation, (12) embellishments, (13) legibility or writing quality, (14) line continuity, (15) line quality, (16) pen control, (17) writing movement, (18) consistency or natural variations, (19) persistency, (20) lateral expansion, and (21) word proportions. Some of the feature classes include several specific features, e.g., the arrangement feature class includes many specific attributes such as: margins, line spacing, parallelism and baseline alignment of lines, reference lines, indentations and paragraphing, and the nature of numerals); the dimensions feature class includes proportion within same character, relative size of two or more characters, absolute size, and relative size); and the spacings feature class includes both inter-word and intra-word spacings.

In this work we describe a set of cognitive document-level features that capture: (i) the legibility of a handwritten document at character and word level (ii) the relative proportions existing between the characters and (iii) the distribution of writing-styles (lexemes) existing in the handwriting of a writer. Their performance is evaluated for both identification and verification on a large set of document images.

3.1 Lexeme-distribution Based Features

In the QDE domain, Giles [11] carried out a study of the degree of variability that may be observed in handwritten characters of a single individual by grouping different forms of numerals. On the considered set of 110 writers, a significant number of them use two forms of numerals and only a very small number use three or more forms. For example, over 90% of writers used only one form for numerals 1 and 7 while less than 46% used only one form for numeral 6. In the handwriting recognition domain, clustering has been used in the same feature space for classification -- to determine the number of lexemes of each character for online handwriting and use them to boost the recognizer's performance [12].

We also use an automatic detection of the number of writing styles (lexemes) for a character, and use them to measure how many times the samples belonging to the same writer are distributed to the same cluster or to different clusters.

Clustering We evaluate the different lexemes of each character by means of clusterization. For a given character each cluster center will correspond to one lexeme.

We experimented with 3 different clustering algorithms (k-means, hard-clustering and soft-clustering) and 14 different validity indices (see [13] for their description). Approximately 3000 image samples of each of the 62 alphabet characters have been manually cropped and converted into feature space (gradient, structural and concavity binary features [14]) and then grouped into different numbers of clusters (from 2 to 20). The validity indices were then used to obtain the right number of clusters. Table 1 presents the results obtained for character G. Table 2 presents the number of lexemes obtained for some characters using the DB validity index [15].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Validity Index</th>
<th>K-means</th>
<th>HardClust</th>
<th>SoftClust</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>calinski</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>db</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cindex</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hartigan</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
ratkowsky | 2 | 2 | 3
scott | 10 | 10 | 10
marriott | 2 | 2 | 2
ball | 2 | 2 | 2
trocovw | 10 | 10 | 10
tracew | 2 | 2 | 2
friedman | 9 | 9 | 10
rubin | 2 | 2 | 2
ssi | 9 | 6 | 9
likelihood | 2 | 2 | 2

Table 1. Number of clusters (lexemes) for character \(G\) for three clustering algorithms and 14 validity indexes in the GSC feature space

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Character</th>
<th>K-Means</th>
<th>HardClust</th>
<th>SoftClust</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>w</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Number of clusters (lexemes) for characters \(0,1,p,w\) for three clustering algorithms and 14 validity indexes in the GSC feature space

For each character \(c_i\) with \(i = 1, N\), where \(N = 62\) we determine the number of lexemes, \(NL(c_i)\). We consider each character to be a separate bin and for a given writer \(w\), document \(D\) and character (bin) \(c\), we compute the histogram \(a_i(c) = (a_{1}(c), ..., a_{N}(c))\) with \(a_i(c) = n_i(c)/n\), where \(n_i(c)\) is the number of samples of character \(c\) that belong to cluster \(l\), with \(l = 1, NL(c)\). Each one of the \(N\) bins contains a vector of length \(NL(c)\), with the distance between two documents \(D1\) and \(D2\) given by the distance between the two vectors of histograms:

\[
d(D1, D2) = \sum_c \frac{||a_{D1}(c) - a_{D2}(c)||^2}{||a_{D1}(c)||^2 + ||a_{D2}(c)||^2}
\]

(1)

3.2. Legibility

3.2.1 Word Legibility While handwriting legibility can be detected as such by humans, there is no clear definition in the literature. In [16] legibility is measured by the word recognizer scores and a neural network trained on words extracted from nine writers was used to predict the legibility of words on three levels: good, average, bad. Our goal is to use legibility as a characteristic of a writer's handwriting. Legibility varies from writer to writer and also for a given writer (e.g. a given writer may write certain characters more legible than others). We measure the legibility of a word by the recognition scores (confidences) returned by a word recognizer. The higher the recognition score the higher its legibility. For each writer \(W\) and document \(D\) we build a legibility feature vector \(WLE(D)\) of length \(N\), where \(N\) is the number of words that are common between the given document and document is being compared with.

\[WLE(D) = (a_1, a_2, ..., a_N),\]

where \(a_i\) denote the recognition score obtained by the word recognizer for the \(j\)th image sample of the word \(w\) in \(D\) and \(a_w(D)\) is the total number of image sample of that word in \(D\).

The distance between two documents is given by the Manhattan distance between the two \(NW\)-sized feature vectors \(Dist(D1, D2) = WLE(D1) - WLE(D2)\).

3.2.2 Character Legibility In some cases the number of common words between the two documents is very small and comparison of word level legibility is not possible. In these cases, we estimate the legibility at character level using the character recognition scores. The features vectors and the distance between them are computed similarly to the ones in the previous section, replacing the words with characters.

3.2.3 Inter-character distance In general, if characters are compressed inside a word, the legibility of that word decreases, since the identification of its characters becomes more difficult.

For a given document we follow these steps to determine the average inter-character distance: (i) first make a tentative segmentation of the word image into characters, by using the word recognizer with a lexicon size of 1 (ii) determine the \(z\)-height of the word image (iii) trace three “virtual” lines over the word image at different \(y\) positions and determine the inter-character distance as a weighted sum of the three distances between the right-most extremity of a character and the left-most extremity of the next character in the word.

![Figure 1: Histograms of character legibility scores of samples of character e for two writers.](image)
3.3. Relative Character Proportions

Neighboring characters may influence not only the shape of the current character but also its size and slant.

Such relative proportions become important discriminators since relative proportions are maintained despite changes in size, speed or intent of the writing (normal or disguised). We evaluate the power of relative height and relative slant as handwriting discriminators.

3.3.1 Relative Height

Since the influence is different depending on the types of characters in each pair (small letters vs. tall), we categorize the characters on the basis of their x-heights:

- $a$ – ascenders (supralinears) e.g. b, t, etc.
- $d$ – descenders (infralinears) e.g. y, g, etc.
- $n$ – none (linears) e.g. a, x, etc.
- $U$ – Uppercase letters

We parse the document and obtain the relative height values for all pairs of characters. The relative height values are accumulated for 12 different character pair types ($Ua, Ud, Un, aa, ad, an, da, dd, dn, na, nd, nn$) and the cumulative value for each type is normalized by the number of pairs of characters obtained for that type in the document.

The distance between two documents for this feature is the Manhattan distance between the two corresponding feature vectors.

3.3.2 Relative Slant

Together with size and space, slant also must be approached in both its absolute and relative respects. The reason is that some writers develop habits of slant for particular pairs of letters, making relative respect of slant a powerful feature.

Characters are grouped in the $a$, $d$ and $n$ categories, with the uppercase characters included in the $a$ group. The slant of a character is defined as the inclination of its axis relative to the perpendicular to the baseline. The angle can be positive or negative depending on the inclination of the character with respect to the vertical axis. Since a character is composed of more than one stroke, we take the average of the slants of the component strokes as the character slant.

For two consecutive characters, we note the x-height category ($aa$, $ad$, etc.) and also the sub-category of the relative slant angles of the two characters in terms of the sign of their angles (positive-positive, positive-negative, etc.). Therefore we have 36 possible bins in which a pair of characters can fall. We parse the document and accumulate the relative slant over all pairs of characters. In the end, the accumulated relative slant values in each bin are normalized by the number of pairs obtained for that bin.

The distance between two documents is the distance between the two feature vectors of length 36 and computed using equation (1).

![Figure 2: Determination of positive and negative slant](image)

4. Writer Verification and Identification

Experimental Framework

More than 1000 people wrote three samples of a preformatted letter, each. For every writer 3 samples of each numeral were extracted. Each image was then transformed into a micro-features (as was done in [5]) vector composed of binary values. For verification, the distance between two numeral images is given by a real-valued distance vector computed using a similarity distance between the two binary vectors. For identification, each digit is described by its 512-bit binary vector.

For identification, the testing set contains samples of these words extracted from 1000 randomly selected documents written by 1000 writers while the training set contains word samples from the remaining 2000 documents. Since the feature extraction methods may fail on some word images, the actual number of word samples contained in each set may vary.
For verification the testing and training sets consist of within-writer and between-writer distance vectors. The set of 1000 writers is partitioned into two groups and for each group we consider 1500 documents. Let A be the set of 1500 pairs of documents written by the same writers and B be \( C_{1500}^1 C_3^1 C_{499}^1 C_3^1 / 2 = 1.122.750 \) pairs of documents by different writers. A verification testing set consists of all elements in A and 1500 elements randomly chosen from B. The same process is repeated for the training set, considering the other group of 1500 documents.

The performance is evaluated for both same and different content documents. This distinction is important, since in most cases the documents to be compared have different content, and therefore, a holistic comparison of the documents is not appropriate. Each document was split in two after the line segmentation step, and we built similar documents. This distinction is important, since in the same process is repeated for the training set, considering the other group of 1500 documents.

The performance results obtained for both writer verification and identification tasks are presented in Table 3.

### Results

We have used a weighted version of the k-nn classifier for identification and the verification task was done using a naïve bayes classifier assuming that the distances are normally distributed.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>Verification</th>
<th>Identification</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Same Content</td>
<td>Different Content</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lexeme</td>
<td>70.77</td>
<td>75.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Character Legibility</td>
<td>79.17</td>
<td>75.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Word Legibility</td>
<td>66.00</td>
<td>60.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>InterCharacterDistance</td>
<td>65.03</td>
<td>61.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CharRelativeHeight</td>
<td>67.50</td>
<td>59.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CharRelativeSlant</td>
<td>73.90</td>
<td>72.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proposed Features</td>
<td>80.50</td>
<td>80.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proposed Features + CharFeatures</td>
<td>91.37</td>
<td>84.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Original Features + Proposed Features + CharFeatures</td>
<td>93.80</td>
<td>94.80</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3. Individual and accumulated writer recognition performance of cognitive features for same and different content

Few observations can be made: (i) the performance of the proposed features is independent of the identity of content of the documents to be compared. (ii) while individually some features perform much better than others, each one brings its own contribution to a superior accumulated performance.

### 5. Conclusions

In the context of a newly proposed computational theory of writer recognition we have proposed a set of features inspired by the work of QDE’s. Their performance was evaluated for both same and different content documents. An important characteristic of these features is that their performance is independent of the amount of common content between the compared documents. They are becoming increasingly important in quantifying the strength of QDE evidence in courtroom situations.
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